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OF SLOVENIA
PURPOSE OF THE ASSOCIATION

- Martial arts association of union sports of Slovenia works together with the government to effectively improve Slovenian sports.
- Encourage sports development on an international level and follow the goals of CSIT at popularization and organization of competitions for the working class and sports for everyone.
- For this we are connected with regional sports associations, which are in turn connected over OKS-ZSZ, to create a unified organization.
MEMBERSHIP

- National martial arts associations
- Municipal sports associations of sports for everyone
- Partnership with syndicates
- Olympic Committee of Slovenia – Union of sports associations
GOALS

● Creating conditions for associations and organizations to work as a place to connect and coordinate activities for residents and sports workers, as well as to create sports offers and development all across the country and abroad;
● Encouraging development of sports organizations and sports as a positive activity to improve the individual, region and country;
● Strengthening the sportsmanship consciousness, member interaction, offering new ideas, innovations, practice;
● Encouraging members to create projects and partnerships; encouraging the creating and operation of sports associations in all places that have the conditions to develop sports and people that want it to;
● Offer help to associations for cooperation at organization and realization of different forms of sports staff all across the country and to ensure their stable and equal position;
● Encouraging cooperation on projects and programs with organizations that work on the field of sports. ZZBS will offer specially coordinated sports activities. With the organization of civilians, we will set a framework for mutual cooperation in sports.
COMPETITIONS

- Regional competition
- National competition
- International competition

All competitions are carried out with the same criteria, which are based on CSIT criteria.
PROJECTS UNTIL 2015

- Regular editions of World of martial arts magazine with extended content for working class sports and sports for everyone
- Realization of educating professional staff – sports for everyone
- Taking part at world working class games in Varna, Bulgaria
- Cooperating with ex-Yugoslavia countries
- Managing rules and others acts for carrying out projects and working class competitions
- Coordinating rules with CSIT
INITIATIVES FOR WORKING CLASS SPORTS MOVEMENT

- Restoring movement for working class Olympics and continuing with the 4\textsuperscript{th} one, last one was planned in 1943 in Helsinki, Finland, but was never realized

- Creating a foundation of working class sports movement to help people in need
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Strengthening solidarity of unions

Vision

Goals

Supporting the association for regional development

The association has to concentrate on regional development and solid foundation

Helping associations by giving equal opportunities

The association will create a fund for equal and just working of all clubs (education, scholarship…)

Developing working class sports

The association has to emphasize development of working class programs

Harmony in Slovenian Working class sports

Solidarity program will connect and strengthen relations between member associations
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Thank you for your attention